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In opening the meeting, the CHAIRMAN welcomed Profesor Etienne Bernard, 

Secretary-General of the International Union against ^Tuberculosis身 \пло would 

speak on tha question of WHO seals at the afternoon meeting. 

1. • EXPERT COMMITTEES (continuation from second mating, sootion 9)s It&m 17 of the 

Agenda • 

Dr. BAE, speaking a$ fütórnate to Dr. Mackeasti©, eaid that the adoption of 

the recommendations of the Standing Coamittee on Administration and Fixiance in 

regard to the putlicatioa. of the reports of expert coamittees (еБ9/75л page ^l) 

would consiclerably modify the responsibility of the Executive Board. If the 

recommendation to print a statement on the front cover of such reporte disclaiming 

responsibility for their contents were accepted； all that remained for the Board 

tó do was to iauthorize publication, to study specific recommendations, and to 

cotisider whether the report could Ъе used as a basis for future woxk. Accordingly, 

Dr. Mackenzie wished to suggest that expert committee reports should be examined 

at a plenary meeting of the Board, thus obviating the need for the working party 

established at the eighth session. Such procedure would save the time both of the 

Board and of the Secretariat. The technical reports were extremely interesting 

to individual members of the Board vho^ as doctors, should be given an opportunity 

to comment on thfen̂  should they so desire. 

Decision: On the suggestion of the CHAIBMAN, it was agreed to clâfer 

consideration of the proposal pending discussion of the Direetor-

General's report concerning the respoûsibility of the Board, on the 

.understanding that the working party would not Ъе convened until a 

decision had been reached on Dr. Mackenzie's proposal. 
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2 PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1955 Î Report of the Standing 

‘ ‘ c o m m i t t e e .on Administration and Finance., Items 20 and 21 of the 

• ' Agenda ià ócuments EB9/19, m/lS/ШЛ-З à 0orr.l.t m/75) 
. * 

The CHAIEMAN congratulated the Standing Committee on Administration ехЛ 

finance on its excellent report (docmient ЖВ9/75) ^ d the Secretariat on having 

produced the. document so promptly. He called upon Mr. Siegel to introduce the 

report^ 

'' . • * 

Mr. SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and 

Finance, explained that the documentation before the Board concerned, (a) the 

Director-Senerea's Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1953, including 

level of staffing (document EB9/19, Add. 1， 2 and 3, Corr. 1 and 2)j (b) the 

report of the Standine Committee on Administration and Finance. The. latter 

consisted of (i) the committee's comments on the Proposed Progrejnme and Budget 

E s t l m a t e s , (ii) its coments on the procedtire for examination of the l o o s e d S v o ^ ^ c 

and Budget Estimates by the Fifth World Health Assembly； (c) the study of the 

iïnplicûtiona of a system of biennial Assemblies, and (d) the study of 

publications. The procedure envisaged wae that the report of the Standing 

Coinmittee (EB9/75) should, subject to any modifications or ainenâments considered 

necessary, bo submitted to the Fifth Tiorld Health ksembly as tba ^port of the 

Board аз a "whole. 

Dr. BEAVO,. Chairman of the Standing Committee, said that in carrying out 

its task, the'conmittee had borne in mind the policies of WHO as established Ъу 

decision of the Health Assembly,and the Executive Board, which indicated the 



general lines to Ъе folloved in submitting the 1953 programme and budget 

estimates to the Fifth World Health Assembly^ A thorough and detailed 

exanination had Ъееп made of the document. The committee had also heard detailed 
‘ -

statements by Kegional Directors on the general planning of their programes 

and the development of. projects within the respective regions during 1955. 
* 

The committee1 s view vas that the overall programme proposed was technically 

sound and represented a balanced programme of consolidation and further development. 

Tbe discussion on the budget had shovn that there would be a large casual 

income available in 1953 which would result in thé .1953 assessments against each 

Member being maintained at approximately the same level as 1952， or even slightly 

lower, except in the case of the highest contributor and the five States whose 

assessments vere determined by the per capita rule. Nevertheless, the report 

. ' * . • . * • , 

(page 8) indicated that if^ in future y^ars, the amount of сабиа! incoine was 
smaller； assessments against Member States vould have to Ъе increased in order to 

maintain, the rate of expenditure proposed for 1955. 

A study had also been made of the level of staffing. The committee had 

found that the proposed increase of I953 oyer'I952 was coi^aratively small and, 

under the regular programme^ almost entirely for duties away from headquarters 

(only two additional posts were proposed at headquarters). 

•• • . . - • 

The committee had not only reviewed the progreunme and budget estimates 

« • 

from the point of view of the regular programme but had also made a careful 

study of the technical assistance programme # 



On behalf of the Standing Committee", he reconmended that the programme 

and budget estimates for 1955, as presented by the Director-General, be 

approved for submission to the Fifth Health Asaembly. 

The CHAIBMAN thanked Dr. Bravo for his statement, and called on Dr. Paclua, 

Bc^porteiw of the Standing Committee, to furnish any additional information he 

sav f it . 

Dr. PADOA., Rapporteur of the Standing Committee on AdwtMatration and Ппеюсе, 

felt there was little to add'to Dr. Bravo's explanations, beyond mentioning that 

a vorking partj^ consisting of Dr, Brady and Mr. Melle, had.been set up to aesiet 

in drafting the report on the prograanne sixd budget, taking into account the 

full discussion.in the committee. 

• • 

, Professor c m P B R U , after paying r tribute \o the Standing OomniitQO end 
• ‘ и 

noting the impcrtaaco of its report, expressed his. satisfaction that careful 

consideration had been given to the whole programme in relation to the budget 

estimates. In hití view, however, the report failed to give enough prominence 

to technical considerations, and he asked on what ground the statement 

(page 5, EB9/75) "Tbe overall programme is • • • . . . technically sound “ 

vas based. A similar eacpression would be noted in. paragraph % page % 

although the reasons underlying the statement vere not outlined, Beferring 

to paragraph 20 (page Ik) of the report； he asked vhy it had boen thought 

desirable to reduce the grant to the Pouncll for the Co-ordination of International 



Congresses of Medical Sciences Ъу $10;000， vhiXe contributions to the other 

institutions mentioned had been increased.» 
• . • 

He stressed that his remarks should in no vay Ъ动 interpreted as 

criticism of' the vork accomplished by the coinmittee but merely as a request for 

clarification, 

• 1 

Dr. TOGBA, emphasizing his concern lost the allocation for the" African 
: • , . -
. • ' . .. • . 

Region might in future, years' continue to be lower than for other regioiw; asked 

for explanations on the following points : (l) Annex 5，page 扛.（EB9'/75> -

why were the amounts earmarked both for 1952 and 1953 lower for Africa than for 

the. other regional offices? (2) Annex if, page 1 why had the African Region 
• . » ' 

been omitted from the list of countries in which new projects would be started 

in 1953? (3) Annex 5, page 3 - why had Africa been similarly omitted under 

"Organizational linit/Ftmctioiis". 

Dr. DOECiLXiE, Deputy Director-General/ agreed that the omission of any 
* • .. . , ...畚 ' . . ‘ . 

reference to the African Region in annex under the list of new projects to . 

Ъе started,, might give rise. to misinterpretation. The real reason vas that 

activities in Africa' were only just starting and there vas not the same 

possibility of comparison as in the case of other regions. No specific, 

new projects had as yet been planned (as was explained on page 17 of 

document EB9/75). ； it was, therefore^ impossible to give a detailed analysis 



Ъу projects of the programme p r o p o s e T h e budgetary provisions for the 

African Region vould bo found on" page 16 pf dociarant ЕВ9/19 # In order to oeôt 

Dr# Togba's pointy he suggested that Africa should be included at the top 

pt the list of nev projects in Annex k, page 1, and reference aade to the ‘ 

comparison of the totals for the region• 

The table in Annex 5 shoved the difference bet^en 1952 end 1953 in 

estimated expenditure for headquarters and regional offices uiidar technical 

assistance funds» At the present staga of development of the Bôglonal Office 

for Africa，it had not been thought necessary to provide for staff in the 

、 m 
regional office under tochr^ical assietanco. " 

The DIRECTpE-GEKERAL, replying to a further question by Dr. TOGBA 

as to whether an increase- could be expected for the African Begion in 195^ or 

Í955/ spoke of the difficulty, such* a young organization would have in using 

money effectively during 1952 1955 • As large on amount аз could be 
“ . * [ 

absorbed vith advantage vithin thç region had been provided for 1953• 

He emphasized that there vae no implication in the programme and budget 

estimates of any future limitation of the allocation tor the African Hôgion, 

Clearly； in two years' time, as educational and other programmes developed^ 

Africa would Ъ© in a position to absorb much more assistance in an orderly 

way than it could in 1952 or 1^53. 



X)r, TOGBA said he was satisfied with all the explanations given. 

KARABUDA., referring to paragraph 2 (page 5) w^s not sure whether a total 

programme had Ъееп approved for the Eastern Mediterranean Region. 

Dr- DCROLIE agreed that the wording vas not entirely clear, but it should Ъе 

interpreted as meaning that tke total programme of Ш© Eastern Mediterranean had 

not Ъееп recommended Ъу the Regional Committee， sinoe the latter had been unable 

•to meet. In the circumstances the total programme had been dravn up only after 

discussions with the various governmentnь 

He asked the Regional Director for the Eastern Mediterranean to speak on the 

question. ‘ ‘ • - . . . . . . . 

Sir Aly SHOUSHA, Pasha, Regional Director for the Eastern Mediterranean, 

explained that, owing to the impossibility of convening the Regional Committee in 

1951， the programme and budget estimates had Ъееп dravn up after consultation vith, 

and approval by, the countries in the region. The final approval of the 

Government of Israel had Ъееп received too late for the latest revised р1алв to 

Ъе incorporated in document EB9/19 but the changes wouXd have no significant 

effect on the.budget figures. 

Dr. KARABUDA, thanking Sir Aly for his explanation, maintained that such a 

method of approval of a total programme for the region vas not altogether 

satisfactory. The fact that it had not been approved Ъу the Regional Committee, 



EB9/Mtn/3 Rov.l 
page 10 

• « 

and that inatjead each country had been consulted individually, meant that there 

might be gaps in the programme. 

Dr. HAYEK, referring to paragraph 5 (page 7)， was of the opinion that the 

total staff of the Organization should not be increased in the future beyond 

1,000, particularly since the six regional offices had already been set up and 

the higher posts at headquarters were already filled. The savings thus made 

might be devoted to the improvement of the present situation and the promotion of 

existing staff. 

As regards publications, would it not be possible to limit them to the 

Chronicle and the Bulletin? 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the latter point should be raised during the 

detailed diecussion on the budget. 
• i • 

Dr. DOROLLE, replying to Dr. Hayek, explained that the figure of 1,000 

referred to the entire staff of the Organization at the end of 1951， including 
？ • • 

field workers but excluding short-term consultants. He drew attention to the 

comparative table of employment on page of document EB9/19, which gave precise 

figures of staff at headquarters and other offices, and from vhich It would be 

seen that only two additional posts had been provided for at headquarters in 

1953 under the regular budget. 



The DIRECTOR-GENERAR .replying to a point raised by D R . ALLWOOD-PAREDES, 

confirmed that all specific projects recommended Ъу the Health Assembly had 

Ъьвп covered in the 1953 programme and budget estimates. 
負 

Dr. JAFAR, referring to the estimated expenditure for travel in 1955， 

asked what principles governed the’travel•of staff members. He understood that 

certain staff members had spent four or five months out of a period of two years 

in travelling, and submitted that the funds might Ъе put to better use if spent 

ош travel by more permanent employees, whose experience would continue to be 

available to the Organization. In his view, visits to regional organizations 

should be made by the Director-General or by Assistant Directors-Qeneral. 

• The DIRECTOR-GEHERAL said that no complete code of principles for travel 

had as yet been compiled. He believed that the time was not yet ripe for 

forriiulating concrete rules as to vho should travel, and under what circumstances. 

The regional offices sometimes needed technical advice, and the visits of 

technical officers to their colleagues in the field'.had proved extremely valuable» 

The co-ordinating role of headquarters could be effected only by personal 

contact, and it was necessary for a variety of reasons to visit regional 

headquarters periodically. Moreover^ it was necessary to Inspect progress in 

the field since otherwise the relationship between headquarters and the spooific project 

of the Orgnni«^tion tended to Ъссоше unrealistic^ It might in tho future Ъе possible 



to standardize the rules governing travel, At present all proposeî^iXirei ш о 

firat considered Ъу senior officers and its value assessed before authorisation 

vas given. No officers other than the Deputy Director-G放eral, Assistant 

Director8-General and Regional Directors triavelled at their own discretion. 

He referred the Board to paragraph 11 (page.10) of document ЕВ9/75л 

concerning the estimated expenditure for travel of all kinds, and emphasized 

that the heavy cjq?ènditare resulted from the Administration» s concern for 

geographical distribution, which entailed expenditure on travel of dependants 

and transportation of household effects at the time of appointment -

expenditure which recurred vhen the staff meuiber had completed his work with 

the Organization. The cost of home leave was another large element in that 

total expenditure. The system of decentralization entailed consultations 

between headquarters and regional offices, and travel was essential if the 

Organization were not to become a loose federation of regional "bodiee. 



Dr. BRAVO, speaking as Chairman of the Standing Comrrittee on Administration 

and Fina nee, said that the Standing Committee had at first felt the same doubts 

as to the sura provided for staff travel but after studying the matter in detail 

and hearing statements frcsn the Director-General and other members of the 

Secretariat, it had reached the conclusion that the sum proposed was within the 

normal framework of the Organization's expenditure, especially at its present 

stage of development. It was desirable when a new regional organization was 

being set up that there should be a continuous exchange of visits by officials 

from headquarters to the regional office and vice versa. Moreover, the 

international staff had the right to reimbursement of their transportation 

expenses when taking up a post, vihen. leaving at the end of their contracts, and 

when gDing on home leave at the end, of two years service. Those various reasons 

for travel gave rise to a considerable volume of expenditure but it would be 

seen from a study of document EB9/19, where the details of travel costs were 

shown, that each item taken individually was not large. 

His personal opinioh wüs that ©xpenditwe on travel was one of 

the best investments the Organization could make as it efiabied headquarters tñ 

knew what was being done in ths regions, and kept the experts in the field in 

touch with the work being done and methods used in other parts of the world. 

Dr. JAFAR considered that the stage had been reached when the B^ard ought 

to be able to apply the experience gained during the past four years, at least 

in certain spheres. Confining his remarks to duty travel, he was still of the 



opinion that there was a good deal of duplication and repetition of visits. 

If, for instance, the chief of section had visited the experts working on a 

certain project in the field, it should not be necessary for other шекЬегз of 

the same section to do likewise. He asked whether the Secretariat could 

provide a statement of the expenditure incurred during 1951 on visits of 

headquarters and regional office staff. 

Щч SIEOEL, Assistant Idrector-General, Department of Administration 

a nd Finance, replied that a summary statement shewing those costs in 19Я 

could bo made available to the Board in a few days ' time, perhaps by the 

followii^ week. 

In reply to a question by Dr. KARABUDA, Dr. BRAVO said that the question 

of. e^enditure on hospitality had also been discussed in detail by the 

Standing Committee, and there was a. brief reference to the matter in paragraph 

X3 of its report (page 11). The provision in the TWHO budget under that 

heading was almost negligible in comparison with that of other organizations, 

and. the Standing Committee had been satisfied that the sum of $10,000 for 

headquarters and of |6,000 for all six regional offices represented the 

expenditure necessary to meet the minimm demands of courtesy towards visitors 

to the Organization and particularly towards delegates attencling meetings. 



Replying to a request for clarification by the CHAIRti/vN, Professor 

CMAPERIA said he had mentioned in the general discussion the subsidy to 

the Council for the Co-ordination of International Congresses of Medical 

Sciences to illustrate his perplexity. He would revert to the matter 

again during the detailed discussion. 

Т^ш CHàlBMèN declared the general discussion closed and invited the 
• • 

Board to consider the report of the Standing Committee section 

s e c t i o n ^ . . . 

S&otion 1 

The DIRECTOR-GENEEIAL, recalling that the question of the volume of 

the documents provided for the Board and Health Assembly had been raised-

several times, said that there, was constant demand for additional information 

to be given in the programme and budget document- The Board might wish 

to consider the possibility of eliminating some of the information at 

present given, or at least of putting a stop to its continued, increase. 

• • . . 

Dr, JAFAR> observing that there was a tendency for the document in 

question to receive the %least attention because of its -unwieldy size and 

weight, suggested that if duplication in its contents were avoided there 

would be a considerable reduction in volume. 



The CHAIRMAN proposed that the Board, by endorsing or criticizing 

what had been said, should give the Dlrectoi^Qeneral definite guidance 

on the subject. It would be a delicate matter to decide what to omit, 

and it should be clearly understood that any reduction in the volume of 
‘ • * 

material must not be allowed to diminish the value and clarity of the 

. :‘ x 

document. 

Dr. ALLWOOD-PAREDBS. said that the document in it» present form was 

an improvement over the fomer presentations; a fact much 卿 recia ted 
.... ‘ 

by governments was that it showed the details of the various programmes 

and the extent to which the different countries participated in those 

programmes. Perhaps the Secretariat could find some way o£ reducing the 

weight without diminishing the amount of information given. 

. . . , • ” . " 

Dr. DOROLLE said that, while criticism of the document was almost 

always directed at its size and weight, the inevitable tendency - and 

particularly in the Standing Committee - was to ask for additional 

information. He suggested that the Board might wish to et^idy 让e question 

in detail at its tenth session in the light of the discussions during the 

Fifth World Health Assembly with a view to making specific suggestions 

for a reduction in the volume by eliminating infomation. 



The 'CHAIRMAN e^rcssed approval of the proposal, 

Dr. KARABUDA suggested that the volume should be maintained as at 

present and that the Secretariat should provide a summary in the form of 

a pocket edition. 

Dr. RÚE, Tnhile, agreeing with Dr. Allwood-Paredes, sounded a note of 

caution. The documont under discussion was tho most important document 

of the Organization and if it were cut dowrij the meetings of the Standing 

Committee would last considerably longer than at present, since the members 

would have to keep asking the Secretariat for oral information. He considered 

that the stage at which a change could be made would not be reached for 

several years. 

Dr. DOROLLE, referring to Dr. Karabuda's suggestion, remarked that 

it might be possible the following year to.divide the document into two 

parts, one of which perhaps could be folded and could be cárried about 

separately. That, however, would not affect the content of the document. 

Dr. KÙRUNÀRATNE thought he was voicing the general opinion in saying 

that information should not be omitted from the document in the future 

but that its size should be reduced in the manner suggested by the Deputy 

Director-General or by some other technical method of production. Unless 



^ П w e r e e a sy t 0 handle, the document might not receive the attention it 

deserved, especially from the mentoers of the Board who were not members 

of the Standing Conmittoe. 

The CHAIRMAN said that when discussing the matter at its next session 

the Board would bear in mind the suggestions made by Dr. Rae and others. 

. T h e problem was to. find some means of reducing the weight*of the volume 

without reducing its substance. 

ч 

Decision： Section 1 of ths. report was approved, 

Section 2 

Decision: Scotion 2 vrns approved without oommcïrt'； 

膽 U 

In reply to Dr. DAENGSVANG, who asked whether the 89 countries and 

territories mentioned on page 6 included countries non-membefs of WHO, 

Mr, SIEQEL explained that under the regular budget, services were provided‘ 

only to Member governments, but that under the technical assistance 

programme they might be provided to any government that was a Member of 

any participating organization. The figuré of 89 included all countries 

and territories covered by both pi'cgraismôs. 



In reply to a question by Dr. TOGBA concerning the list of cost items on 

p a g e 6, Er. SIEGEL explained that aootion 3 dealtmth the effort made to obtain 

information on the contribution that recipient rovernraents were raaking to 

activities carried out in their own countries under the regular ргосгаише and 

under technical assistance. There had been numerous requests for that kind of 

inïorraatiow in order to demonstrate that recipient governments were in fact 

contributing substantial sums themselves for rnany of Шз services they received. 

In an effort to arrive at uniformity in'obtaining- the estimated contributions by 

recipient govermnents, the Direсtor-General had suggested the criteria given in 

the list. !Qhe>;prosont year v?aa the firat in whioh an effort had Ъееп made to obtain 

that type of i- :;jmation and replies had been received from only 37 per cent of 

the countries concerned} it was hoped to obtain fuller information in future 

years. In some instances the information shomi represented the total for each 

projet #ieroas in others only the total for the country or territory sho而. 

Dr. TOGBA feared that the requirements specified in the list might prove too 

heavy a bxirden on the budgots of undor-devcloped countries, especially since 

international personnel assigned to under-developed areas required a hich 

standard of living conditions, transport, etc. Such countries mi凼t tend as a 

r e s u l t to do without external assistance. He wondered Aether VfliO and the 

Technical Assistance Committee had taken those considerations into account and 

lvhether it would be the policy of the Organization to withhold assistance to such 

countries until they were able to meet the requirements, 



' ! The DÏRECTOR-ŒNERâL said that the point raised by Dr. Togba had been a matter 

of great concern to 1Ш0 and other internatioiial organizations, and was under 

discussion at the present time by the Teclmical Assistance Board. For instance f 

the per diera allowance paid by the United Nations and ^pecialiaed agencies to 1 

experta In tho field xai^it in some cases Ьщ h i ^ e r than the salaries of the most 

highly placed putlic-health adninistoatore in the country concerned. That tvas an 

illustration of how greatly tho standard of living varied from country to согш-Ьу. 

No adequate solution àt the problem had yet been found. ïhe list in. question did 

not represent conditions inposed by ïvHO but an attempt to give information requested 

by the Executive Board and the Health Assembly, The whole question of the partici-

pation of recipient countries in the cost of activities which they had requested 

from VÍHO, "would, be considered under item 34 of the agenda» Ihile it was‘true that 

the organizations of the United. Nations existed to assist countries, their function; 

•was not to do the countries' job for them but to help them to develop their own 

resources. It was unfortunate if that aim was being made more difficult of áttain-

ment by the excessive costs to be torne Ъу the countries т/йгегх foreign experts were 

sent to help them. At present the Technical Assistance Board required governments 

to provide accomodation for teams TNorfcine： in their territories; and since it was 

undesirable to have different systems for different countries, the same requirement 

was being made for assistance under üie Organization's regular budget, 

. K â R A B U D â , referring to point ( f ) in the list, suggested that the present 

obligation for goverments to provide adequate lodging might give rise to misunder-

standing between the governments and the international staff concerned because of 

the difficulty of defining an adequate lodging. It might be advisable to revert to 

the original arrangement by which governments paid the cost of lodging. 

He emphasized that no such Misunderstandings had arisen in Turkey, 



The DIRECTOR-(ЖЕНАХ said the decision that lodging áiould be provided 

either in cash or in kind urtiich had been taken by the Economic and Socïal 

Council and the Technical Assistance Committee, was binding on the specialized 

a萨ncies. Those provisions however did not apply in the case of bilateral 

technical assistance agenciea,她ich were thus in a favourable 

conçetitive position with regard to furnishing servie©® to governments. 

At the suggestion of Dr. HaYEK, .it m s agreed that further discussion of 

the question of goverment contributions to the oost of international staff on 

mission in. their territories should be postponed rrntil item 34 of the agenda 

canie up for discussion. 

Dr. KAEUNARATNE thou由t that it mi|rht Ъе difficult for governments to 

split up under the headings indicated, the expenditure incurred on health matters; 

the Board13 estimates for' the various projects a i ^ t thus be based on erroneous 

information. He therefore suggested that the number of headings should be 

reduced. It mifht further be necessary to define each item in order to achieve 

uniformity in the replies from governments. As' examples he mentioned the 

difficulty governments had in estimating the cost of postal and tele graph 

serviсоs in connexion with ary one project, oi" the cost of transportation when 

tho same vehicles were used fôr different projects, or again the difficulty of 



estimating what buildings would be required in the case of a project 他ich was 

to start Tdth a central clinic and gradually to extend throu^out the country. 

Dr» DOEOLLE said that Dr. Karunaratne's observations e»?)h?isized the 

difficulty with #iich WHO was facocl in obtaining an exact e stimate of the 

contribution of a particular government to a specific project. However, as 

y^e stated in the text of the report> the list merely indicated the criteria 

that should be used for as 印proximate estimation and governments were not asked 

to give details under each itera.. If the Board so desired the list could be 

omitted from the report, since its only object had been to facilitate for the 

members of the Board an understanding of the method used. He added that an 

indication in the budget of the share of expenses borne by the governments iwas 

most desirable in order to dispel the false impression Held in S.QCIQ oountrios, 

especially in those which contributed the moat, that tho roolpiont countries were 

not required to nnke any financial effort on their own behalf,' 

... V • 

In reply to an observation by Dr. JAFAR, Mr. SIEQEL said that the conditions 

of service for staff of ТЛО, and, he understood, of the other international 

organizations, provided that staff members assigned for more than one year to 
. r 

field projects ；vere entitled to lodging for themselves and their depeindants, 

i ' « .： • 

Item (f) might therefore be more precisely worded "lodging for international 

staff and their dependants"» 



‘ D r . JAFÀR stres&e'd that 1Ш0 was operating two budgets - its own regular 

budget and that placed at its' disposal under technical assistance. Maereas 

the United Nations had agieed to loan the services of technical personnel on the 

conditiom that lodging only should be provided for the technical experts themselves, 

TOO, which was an agency of the United Nations, required in addition board for the 

technical expert and lodging íór his dependants. He considered that the United 

Nations should be asked to standardize the provisions in that respect for all 

specialized agencies. 

The CHAIRMAN noted that the question would come up again for discussion under 

item 34 of the agendaj JDr. Jafar had however done well to raise the point at the , 

present time, in order that the information concerning the practice of the United 

Nations could be made available to the Board. 

Dr. TOGBA asked for clarification on two points. First, what had the 

Director-General had in mind when he mentioned the share of government's in 

bilateral undertakings? Secondly, what was the responsibility of governments 

towards international staff assigned to work in their territories for less than a 

year? 

Mr. SIEŒL, replying to the first question, .said that in the case of 

technical assis.tanca provided directly to a government by another government, it 

would be for the two governments concerned to agree on whether or not the receiving 



government would pay a share of the costs for the personnel assigned to it . 

mth regard to the second question, staff members assigned to a project for 

a period of less than one year were entitled to full subsistence but were not 

entitled to reimbursement of transportation expenses of their dependants; in 

other words, they were considered to be more or less in travel status. He 

thought the question should be dealt with in two parts! (1) what staff members 

should be entitled to receive, and (2) who should meet the cost. There was 

n o obligation on governments to pay subsistence other than lodging for persons 

assigned to them for less than one year, unless they were willing to do so. 

In the case of staff members assigned to a government for more than one year, 

the government was expected to provide- lodging only for the staff member and his 

fsaniljr. . That was the policy decided upon by the Economic and Sociial Council and 

TAC to which the Director-General had referred earlier. The Fourth World 

Health Assembly had adopted resolution TOA4.60 which applied the same general .. 

provisions to staff members assigned to field projects under the regular 

programme of the Organization. The wording of that resolution made.it olear 

that the Health Assembly had considered uniformity desirable• 

The CHAIRMAN reiterated that the question would come up again for discussion 

under item 34.of the agenda • 

' i 

Decision; Sootion 3 vas approved, ¡ 

(Por oontinuation of discussion, see fourth meeting, seption 2)# 

The ¿eeting rose at 12*25 P m. 
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In opening the meetingthe С11А1ЕМАЖ vreloomed Professor Etienne Bernard, 

Socretai^-General of the Intwrnational Union against •Tuberculosis, who would 
• ‘ 

spoak on the question of WÏI0 seals at the afternoon meeting. 

I . ÏÏXPEKT COMMITTEES (continuation): Item 17 of the Agenda 

ЕЛЕ; speakil^ as alternate to Di% Mackenzio/ said that the adoption of 

the recoianiendations of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance in 

regard to the publication of the reports of expert coimituees (EB9/75，page 红 1) 

Tfould considerably modify the responsibility of the Executive Board„ If the 

recoimnendation to print a statement on the front cover of such reports disclaiming 

responsibility for their contents теге accepted^ all that remained for tho Board 

to do vas to authorize publication^ to study specific recoiamendations^ and to 

consider whether the report could be used as a basis for future vork. Accordingly^ 

Cre Mackenzie -wished to suggest that expert committee reports should be examined 

at a plenary meeting of the Board, thus obviating the need for the working party 

established at the eighth session。 Such procedure would save the time both of the 

Board and of the Secretariate The technical reports were extremely interesting 

to individual members of the Board vho^ as doctors^ should be given an opportunity 

to comment on them should they so desire, . 

Decision: On the suggestion of the CHAHlWwN； it wgs agreed to defer 

consideration of the proposal pending discussion of the Director-

Generalas report concerning the responsibility of the Board；.on the 

unclerstcincLing that the vorking party vould not be convened until a 

decision had been reached on Dr„ Mackenzie »s proposal. 



2 PBOGEAM® AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOB 1955： Beport of the Standing 

' Committee on Administration and Finance. Items 20 and 21 of the 

Agenda (Documents ЕБ9/19, EB9/75 and Add. 1, 2 and 5, Corr. 1 and 2) 

The CHAIRMAN congratulated the Standing Committee orx Administration and 

Finance on its excellent report (document EB9/75) and the Secretariat on having 

produced the document so promptly. He called upon Mr. S i ^ e l to introduce the 

report.» 

Mr. SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and 

Finance, explained that the documentation before the Board concerned (a) the 

Director-General's Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1953, including 

level of staffing (document ЕБ9/19, Add. 1, 2 and 3, Corr. 1 and 2)j (Ъ) the 

report of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finonce. The latter 

consisted of (i) the committee's comments on the Proposed Programe and Budget 

Estimates, (ii) its comments on the procedure for examination of the Progr^ane 

a n d Budget Estimates Ъу the Fifth World Health Assembly； (c) the study of the . 

implication's of a system of biennial Assemblies， and (d) the study of 

publications。 The procedure envisaged was that the report of the Standing 

Committee (ЕБ9/75) should, subject to any modifications or amendments considered 

necessary, be submitted to 协 э Fifth feM EeoJLth'АззошЬЗу as .’細 report of the 

Board as a vfhole. 

Dr. BRAVO； Chairman, of the Standing Committee, said that】 in carrying out 

its task, the committee had borne in mind the policies of WHO as established by 

decision of the Health Assembly and the Executive Board； which indicated the 



general lines to be followed in submitting the 1953 programme and budget 

estimates to the Fifth World Health Assembly。 A thorough and detailed 

examination had been made of the document。 The committee had also heard detailed 

statements Ъу Regional Directors on the general planning of their programmes 

and the development of projects within the respective regions during 1953. 

The committee's view, was that the overall programme proposed was technically 

sound and represented a balanced programme of consolidation алй further development. 

Th© discussion on the budget ceiling had shown that there would Ъе a large casual 

income available in 1955 vhich vould result in the 1953 assessments against each 

Member being maintained at approximately the same level as 1952, or even slightly 

lower, except in the case of the highest contributor and the five States whose 

assessments were determined Ъу the per capita rule。 Nevertheless丨 the report 

(page 8) indicated that if, in future years, the amount of casual income was 

smaller, assessments against Member States vould have to be increased in order to 

maintain the rate of expenditure proposed for 1955» 

A study had also been made of the level of staffing. The committee had 

found that the proposed increase of 1953 over 1952 vas comparatively small and, 

under the regular programme, almost entirely for duties away from headquarters 

(only tvo additional posts were proposed at headquarters). 

The committee had not only reviewed the programne and budget estimates 

from the point of view of the regular programms but had also made a careful 

study of the technical assistance programme » 



On behalf of the Standing Committee, he recommended that the programme 

and budget estimates for 1953 ; as presented by the Director-General} Ъе 

approved for submission to the Fifth Health Assembly• 

The CHAIRMAN thanked Dr, Bravo for his statement^ and called on Dr, Padua, 

Eopporteur of the Standing Committee^ to furnish any additional information he 

saw fit身 

Dr, PADUA; Rapporteur of the Standing Committee on Administration and Pinonce^ 

felt there was little to add to Dr, Bravo1 s explanations; beyond mentioning that 

a working party consisting of Dr# Brady and Mr. Mells} had been set up to assist 

in draftins the report on the programme and budget^ taking into account the 

full discussion in the committee. 

Dr, CANAPERIA, after paying a tribute to the Standing Committee and 

noting the importance of its report，expressed his satisfaction that careful • 

consideration had been given to the whole programme in relation to the‘budget 

estimates. In his yiev； hovever, the report failed to give enough prominence 

to technical cons iderations, and he asked on what ground the statement 

(page БВ9/75) : "The overall programme is technically sound 11 

vas based, A similar expression would Ъе noted in paragraph 9, page % 

although the reasons underlying the statement were not outlined. Eeferring 

to paragraph 20 (page Ik) of the report； he asked why it had been thought 

desirable to reduce the grant to the Oouncil for the Co-ordination of Internatioml 



Congresses of Medical Sciences Ъу $10,000, while contributions to the other 

institutions mentioned had been increased. 

He stressed that his remarks should in no way Ъе interpreted as 

criticism of the work accomplished by the committee but merely as a request for 

clarification。 , 

Dr. TOGBA, emphasizing his concern that the allocation for the African 

Region might in future years continue to Ъе lower than for other regions, asked 

for explanations on the following points : (l) Annex 3, page Ч (ЖВ9/75)-

why were the amounts earmarked both for 1952 and 1953 lower for Africa than for 

the other regional offices? (2) Annex k, page 1 - why had the African Region 

been omitted from the list of countries in which new projects would Ъе started 

in 1953? ⑶ Annex 5， pago 5 - why had Africa been similarly omitted under 

"organizational unit/functions"• 

Dr. D0E0LLE> Deputy Director-General^ agreed that the omission of any 

reference to the African Region in annex k, under the list of new projects to 

Ъе started^ might give rise to mis interpretation. The real reason was that 

activities in Africa vere only just starting and there was not the same 

possibility of comparison as in the case of other regions, No specific 

new projects had as yet been planned (as was explained oil page 17 of 

document ЕВ9/了5); it vas, therefore； impossible to give a detailed analysis 



Ъу projects of the programme proposed. The budgetary provisions for the 

African Region vould Ъе found on page 16 of document EB9/19. In order to meet 

Dr. Togba's point, he suggested that Africa should Ъе included at the top 

of the list of new projects in Annex k, page 1, and reference made to the 

comparison of the totals for the region. 

The table in Annex 5 showed the difference between 1952 and 1953 in 

estimated e^enditure for headquarters and regional offices under technical 

assistance funds. At the present stage of development of the Regional Office 

for Africa, it had not been thought necessary to provide for staff In the 

regional office under technical assistance. 

The DIEECTOB-GENERAL, replying to a further question by Dr. TOGBA 

as to whether an increase could be escpected for the African Region in 1954 or 

1955, spoke of the difficulty.such a young organization would have in using 

money effectively during 1952 and 1955. As large an amount as could Ъе 

absorbed with advantage within the region had been provided for 1955, 

He emphasized that there was no implication in the programme and budget 

estimates of any future limitation of the allocation for the African Region. 

Clearly, in tvo years1 time, as educational and other programmes developed, 

Africa would be in a position to absorb much more assistance in an orderly 

way than it could in 1952 or 1953. 



Dr» T-OOBA said lia vas satisfied mtli ail the explanations gives.» 

Бг. КШАВЪЪА, referring to paragraph 2 (page 3) wae act sure ràet'ner a total 

programme had been approved for the Eastern Mediterranean Regicn0 

Dr, DOROLLE agreed that the voi-ding was not entirely clear, but it should be 

interpreted as meaning that the total p r o g r _ s of the Eastern Mediterranean had 

not been recommended Ъу the Regional CoEiaiittee, since the latter had Ъееп unable 

to meet。 In the circizraetances tb.e total programme had oeen drawn up only after 

discussions with the various governmentGь 

He asked the Regional Director for the Eastern Mediterrnnea, to speak on the 

question^ 

Sir Alj SHOUSEA., Pasha, Regional Director for the Eastern Mediterranean, 

explained that, oving to the inpossioility of convening the Regional Committee in 

1951, the programme and budget estimates had been drawn up after consultation with, 

and approval Ъу, the countries in the region, The final approval of the 

Government of Israel had been received too la.te for the latest revised plmis to 

Ъе incorporated in document ЕВ9Д9 tut the changes vould have no significant 

effect ca the budget figures, 

Dr。 КЛВАЗИаА, tfcBnking Sir AXy for his explanation, maintained that such a 

method of spproval of a total programme for the region vas not altogether 

satisfactory. The fact that it had not been approved Ъу the Regional Committee, 



a n d t h a t i n s t e a d e a c h country had been consulted individually, meant that there 

might be gaps in the programme. 

Dr. HAYEK, referring to paragraph 5 (page 7)， was of the opinion that the 

total staff of the Organization should not be increased in the future beyond 

1,000, particularly since the six regional offices had already been set up and 

the higher posts at headquarters were already filled. The savings thus made 

might.be devoted to the improvement of the present situation and the promotion of 

existing staff. 

As regards publications, would it not be possible to limit them to the 

Chronicle and the Bulletin? 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the .latter point should be raised during the 

detailed discussion on the budget. 

Dr. DOHOLLE, replying to Dr. Hayek, explained that the figure of 1,000 

referred to the entire staff of the Organization at the end of 1951, including 

field workers but excluding short-term consultants. He drew attention to the 

comparative table of employment on page bk of document EB9/19， which gave precise 

figures of staff at headquarters and other offices, and from which it would be 

seen that only two additional posts had been provided for at headquarters in 

195З under the regular budget. 



The DIRECTOR-GE 丽 RAL, replying to a point raised by Dr. ALLWOOD-PAREDES, 

confirmed that all specific projects recornnieridçd by the Health Assembly had 

Ъьвй covered in the 1953 programme and budget eotimates. 

Dr. JAFAR, referring to the estimated expenditure for travel in 1955, 

asked what principles governed the travel of staff members. He understood that 

certain staff members had spent four or five months out of a period of tvo years 

in travelling, and submitted that the funds might be put to better use if used 

for travel by more pernnent employees^ whose experience would continue to be 

available to the Oi-ganization- In his viev； visits to regional organisations 

should be made by the Director-General or by Assistant Directors-General. 

The DIRECTOR«GEÎJEBAt said that no cmiplete code of principles for travel 

had as yet been compiled. He believed that the time vas. not yet ripe for 

formulating concrete rules as to vho should travel, and under what circumstances. 

The regional-offices sometimes needed technical advice^ and the visits of 

technical officers to their colleagues in the field-had proved extremely valuable. 

The co-ordinating role of headquarters could be effected only by personal 

contact， and it vas necessary for a variety of reasons to visit regional 

headquarters periodically. Moreover, it was necessary to inspect progress in 

the field since otherwise relationship vith the specific projects of the 

Organization tended to Ъессше unrealistic. It night in the future Ъе possible 



to standardize rules to govern travelc At present all proposed travel was 

first considered Ъу senior officers and its value assessed before authorization 

vas given„ No officers other than the Deputy Director-General, Assistant 

Direct or s-General and Regional Directors travelled at their own discretion. 

He referred the Board to paragraph 11 (page 10) of document EB9/75, 

concerning the estimated expenditure for travel of all kinds, and emphasized 

that the heavy expenditure resulted from the /dministrationJ s concern for 

geographical distribution； which entailed expenditure on travel of dependants 

and transportation of household effects at the time of appointment -

expenditure which recurred when the staff member had completed his work vith 

the Organization. The cost of home leave was another large element in that 

total expenditure。 The system of decentralization entailed consultations 

between headquarters and regional offices, and travel was essential if the 

Organization were not to become a loose federation of regional bodies* 



Dr. BEATO, speaking as Cbairpian çf the Standing Cc^rrdttee on Administration 

and Finance, said that tíié Standing Committee had at first felt the same doubts 

as to the sum provided for staff travel but after studying the matter in detail 

and hearing Statements fr如 the Director-General and other members of the 

Secretariat, it had reached Ше conclusion that the sum proposed was within the 

normal framework of the С ^ ^ Ш ф И о п 1 s expendittíí^ issfecially at its present 

stage of development. It was -desirable when a not regional organization was 

being set up that there should be a continuous cxçhangc of visits by officials 

from headquarters to the mgional office and vice versa. Mcr^over, the 

international stafí had. the right to reirabursement of their transportation 

expenses when taking up a post, v^en leaving at the end of vheir contracts, and 
� 

when gsing on hone leave at the end of two years service. Those varioüs reasons 

for travel gave rise to a considerable volume of expenditure but it -would be 

sben from a study of document EB9/19, where the details of travel costs were 

shownj that each item taken individually was not large. 

j)r. Bravo 's personal opinion was that expenditure on travel was one of 

the best invcstiAents the Organization could make as it enabled headquarters to 

know what was being done in the regions, and kept the experts in the field in 

touch with the work being done and methods used in other parts of the world. 

Dr, JAFAR considered that the stage had been reached when the Board ought 

to bs able to apply the exporlonco gained during the past four years, at least 

in certain spheres. Confining his remark? to duty travel, hs was still of the 



opinion that there was a good deal of duplication and repetition of visits. 

If, for instance, the chief of sectiôn had visited the experts working on a 

certain project in the field, it should not be necessaiy for other members of 

the same section to do likewise. He asked whether the Secretariat could 

provide a statement of the expenditure incurred during 1951 on visits of 
I 

headquarters and regional office staff. 

Mr. SIEGEL, Assistant Idrector-General, Department of Administration 

and Finance, replied that a svmunary statement showing those costs in 1951 

could be made available to the Board in a few days' time, perhaps by the 

following week. 

In reply to a question by Dr. KAMBUDA, Dr. BRAVO" said that the question 

of expenditure on bospitaliiy had also been discussed in detail by the 

Standing Committee, and there was a brief reference to the matter in paragraph 

13 of its report (page 11). The provision in the TOO budget under that 

heading was almost negligible in comparison with that of other organizations, 

and the Standing Committee had been satisfied that the sum of |10>000 for 

headquarters and of |6,000 for all six regional offices represented the 

expenditure necessary to meet the minimum demands of courtesy towards visitors 

to the Organization and particularly towards delegates attending meetings. 



Replying to a requost for clarification by tho СНД1Ш/Ш, Professor 

CANÁPERIii said ho had mentioned in tho general discussion the subsidy to 

the Council for the Co-ordination of International Congresses oí Medical 

Sciences to illustrate his perplexity. He would rsvert to the matter 

again during the detailed discussion. 

Tho CHAIRMAN declared the general discussion closed and invited the 

Board to consider the report of the Standing Committoe paragraph by-

paragraph. 

Paragraph 1 

The DIRECTOR-GEN腿L, recalling that the question of the volume of 

the documents provided for the Board and Health Assembly had been raised 

several times, said that there was constant demand for additional information 

to be given in the programme and budget docuiaent» Tho Board might wish 

to consider the possibility of eliminating some of the information at 

present given, or at least of putting a stop to its continued increase. 

Dr. JAFAR, observing that there was a tendency for the document in 

question to reçoive the least attention because of.its. unwioldy size and 

weight， suggested th^t if duplication in its contents were avoided there 

would be a considerable reduction in volume. 



The CHAIRMAN proposed that the Board, by endorsing or criticizing 

what had been said, should give the Direсtor-General definite guidance 

on the subject. It would Ъе a delicate matter to decide what to emit, 

and it should be clearly understood that any reduction in the volume of 

material must not be allowed to diminish the value and clarity of the 

document. 

Dr. ALLWOOD-PAREDES said that the document in its present form was 

an improvement over the fomer presentations^ a fact much appreciated 

by governments was that it showed the details of the various programmes 

and the extent to which the different countries participated in those 

programmes. Perhaps the Secretariat could, find some way of reducing the 

weight without diminishing the amount of information given. 

Dr. DOROLLE said that, while criticism of the document was almost 

always directed at its size and wei^it, the inevitable tendency - and 

particularly in the Standing Committee - was to ask for additional 

information. He suggested that the Board might wish to study the question 

in detail at its tenth session in the light of the discussions during the 

Fifth World Health Assembly with a view to making specific suggestions 

for a reduction in the volume by eliminating information. 



Tho CHAIRMAN expressed approval of tho proposal# 

Dr. KARABUDA suggested that the volume should bo maintained as at 

present and that tho Secretariat should provide a summary in the form of 

a pocket edition. 

Dr* RáEj while agreeing with Dr. Allwood-Parodos^ soundod a note of 

cautionо The docmnent under discussion was the most important docmient 

of the Organization and if it wore cut down the meetings of the Standing 

Committee would last considerably longer than at present, since；the members 

•would have to keep asking the Secretariat for oral information. He considered 

that tho stage at which a change could be made would not be roached for 

several years. • : . 

Dr, DOROLLE, referring to Dr. Karabuda1 s suggestion, romarked that 

it might be possible the following year to dividd the document into two 

parts， one of which perhaps could be folded and could be carried about 

separately. That,.however, would not affect the content of the document. 

KixRUNARiiTNE thought he was voicing the general Opinion in saying 

that information should not be omitted from the document in the future 

but that its size should be reduced in the manner suggested by the Deputy 

Director-Goneral or by some other'technical method of production. Unless 



it were easy to handle, the document might not receive the attention it 

deserved, especially from the menbers of the Board who were not members 

of the Standing Committee. 

The CHAIRMAN said that when discussing the matter at its next session 

the Board would bear in mind the suggestions made by Dr. Rae and others. 

The problem was to find some means of reducing the weight' of the volume 

without reducing its substance. 

Decision: Paragraph 1 of the report was approved. 

Paragraph 2 ‘ 

Decision； Paragraph 2 was approved without comment. 

Paragraph 3 

In reply to Dr. DAENGSVANG, who asked whether the 89 countries and 

territories mentioned on page 6 included countries non-members of WHO, 

Mr. SIEGEL explained that under the regular budget, .services were provided 

only to Member governments, but that under the technical assistance 

programme they might be provided to any government that was a Member of 

any participating organization. The figure of 89 included all countries 

and territories covered by both programmes. 



In reply to a question by DrP TOGBA concerninc the list of cost items on 

page 6, SIEQEL explained that paragraph 3 dealtmth the effort made to obtain 

information on* the contribution that recipient poverraients were making to 

activities carried out in their ovm countries under the regular pro flamme and 

under technical assistance. There had been numerous requests for that kind of 

information in order to demonstrate that recipient governments were in fact 

contributing substantial sums themselves for many of the services they received. 

In an effort to arrive at uniformity in'obtaining the estimated contributions by-

recipient governments, the Director-General had suggested the criteria given in 

the list. This was the first year in which an effort had been made to obtain 

this type of information and replies had been received from only 37 per cent of 

the countries concerned; it was hoped to obtain fuller information in future 

years. In some instances the information shcrwn represented the total for each 

project ^vhercas in others only the total for the country or territory was shoi/m. 

Dr, TOGBA feared that the requirements specified in the list might prove too 

heavy a burden on the budgets of under-developed countries, especially since 

international personnel assigned to under-developed areas required a high 

standard in living conditions, trannport， etc* Such countries mi^it tend as a 

result to do without external assistance. He wandered vAiether YfflO апё the 

Technical Assistance Committee had taken thosô considerations into account and 

•whether it would be the policy of the Organization to withhold assistance to such 

countries until they т/ere able to meet the requirements• 



The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the point raised by Dr, Togba had been a matter 

of great concern to "Ш0 and other international organizations, and was under 

discussion at the present time Ъу the Technical Assistance Board. For instance 

the per dlsm allowance paid Ъу the United Nations and specialized agencies to 

everts in the field raidit in some cases Ls higher than the salaries of the most 

h i ^ l y placed public-health administrators in the country concerned. That wis an 

illustration of how greatly the standard of living varied from country to country. 

No adequate solution of the problem had yet Leen found. The list in question did 

not represent conditions inposed by TsHO but an attempt to give information requested 

by the Executive Board and the Health Assembly, The whole question of the partici-

pation of recipient countries in the cost of activities which they had requested 

from ¥H0, would Ъе considered under item 34 of the agenda, Ihile it was true that 

the organizations of the United Nations existed to assist countries, their function: 

was not to do the countries' job for them but to help them to develop their oim 

resources. It was unfortunate if that aim 鶴 being made more difficult of attain-

ment Ъу the excessive costs to Ъе borne Ъу the countries when foreign experts were 

sent to help then. At present the Technical Assistance Board required governments 

to provide accomodation for teams working in their territories; and since it was 

undesirable to have different systems for different countries, the same requirement 

•was being made for assistance under the Organization's regular budget, 

Dr, KA.RABUDA, referring to point (f ) in the list, suggested that the present 

obligation for governments to provide adequate lodging mi^it give rise to misunder-

standing between the governments and the international staff concerned because of 

the difficulty of defining an adequate lodging. It might be advisable to revert to 

the original arrangement by which governments paid the cost of lodging. 

He emphasized that no such misunderstandings had arisen in Turkey, 



The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said the decision that lodging should bo provided， 

either in cash or in kind ^îiich had been taken by the Economic and Social 

Council and the Technical âssistanco Committeeд was binding on the specialized 

agenciesú Those provisions hoover did not apply in tîie case of bilateral 

to clinical assistance agencies д "^hich were thus in a hi^ily favourable 

competitive position with regard to furnishing services to governments• 

At the suggestion of Dre HàYEK^ it wds agreed that further discussion of 
• V 

the question of goverranont contributions to the cost of international staff on 

mission in. their territo/ies should be postponed until item 34 of the agenda 

cane up for discussion-

Dr с Ш^ШШШТМ thoucht that it mifht be difficult for governments to 

split up under the ЬеасИпрз indicated the expenditure incurrod on health matters; 

the Board1s estimates for、the various projects ni^it thus be based on erroneous 

infomatioru He therefore suggested that the number of headings should be 

reduced， It mifht further be necessary to define each item in order to achieve 

uniformity in the replies from governments» As examples he mentioned the 

difficulty governments had in estimating the cost of postal and tele graph 

services in connexion with any one project^ or the cost of transportation when 

thû same vehicles were used for differenfc projects^ or again the diificulty of 



estimating what buildings would be required in the case of a project #iich m s 

to start mth a central clinic and gradually to extend throu^iout the country» 

Dr, DOROLLE said that Dr. Kar\maratne's observations emphasized the 

difficulty mth #iich WHO та® faced in obtaining an exact estimate of the 

contribution of a particular govemnent to a specific projects However, as 

was stated in the text of the report, the list merely indicated the criteria 

that should. Ы used for m approximate estimation and governments were not asked 

to give details under each item. If the Board so desired the list could, be 

omitted from the report, since its only object had been to facilitate for the 

members of the Board an understanding of the method used. He added that an 

indication in the budget of the share of expenses borne by the governments -was 

most desirable in order to dispel the false impression in some places, especially 

in the larger contributing countries, that the recipient countries were not 

required to make any financial effort on their otoi behalf. 

In reply to an observation by Dr. J+:U”R, L'ir, SIEGEL said that the conditions 

of service for staff of 1Ш0, and, he understood, of the other international 

organizations, provided that staff members assigied for more than one year to 

field projects were entitled to lodging for themselves and their dependants. 

Item (f) might therefore be more prociseiy worded "lodging for international 

staff and their dependants"» 



Dr. JAFAR stressed that WHO was operating two budgets - its own regular 

budget and that placed at its disposal under technical assistance. Whereas 

the United. Nations had 'agreed, to loan the services of technical personnel on the 

provision that lodging only shculd be provided for the technical experts themselves, 

1K0, -which was an agency of the United Nations, r e t i r e d in addition board for the 

technical expert and lodging for his dependants. He considered that the United 

Nations should be asked to standardize the provisions- ia that respect for all 

specialized agencies. 

The CHAIRMâN noted that the question would come up again for discussion under 

item 34 of the agenda5 I»r. Jafar had however done well to raise the point at the , 

present time, in order that the information concerning the practice of the United 

Nations could be made available to the Board. 

Dr. TOGBA asked for clarification on two points. First, what had the 

Director-General had in mind when he mentioned the share of government's in 

bilateral undertakings? Secondly， what was the responsibility of governments 

.towards international staff assigned to.work in their .territoriss for less than a 

утзаг? 

Mr. SIEISL, replying to the first question, said that in ths case of 

technical assistance provided directly to a government by another government, it 

would be for tho two governments concarnod to agree cn whether or not the receiving 



government would pay a share of the costs for the personnel assigned to it. 

1/idth regard to the second question, staff members assigned to a project for 

a period of less than one year were entitled to full subsistence but were not 

entitled to reimbursement of transportation expenses of their dependants； in 

other words^ they were considered to be more or less in travel status. He 

thought the question should be dealt with in two parts; (1) what staff members 

should be entitled to receive^ and (2) who should meet the cost» There was 

no obligation on governments to pay subsistence other than lodging for persons 

assigned to them for less than one ycar^ unless、they were willing to do so. 

In the case of staff members assigned to a government for more than one year, 

the government ms expected to provide lodgirg only for the staff member and his 

family. That was the policy decided upon by the Economic and Sortial Council and 

TAC to which the Dire с t or-Gene ral had referred earlier. The Fourth World 

Health Assembly had adopted resolution 1HA4•60 which applied the same general 

provisions to staff members assigned to field projects under the regular 

programme of the Organization. The wording of that resolution made it clear 

that the Health Assembly had considered uniformity desirable. 

The CHAIRMAN reiterated that the question would come up again for discussion 

under item 34 of the agenda. 

Decisions Paragraph 3 was approved. 

The Meeting rose at 12.25 p m* 


